News Broadcasters Worldwide Choose
INTELLIscribe 3.2 for News Script
Printing
IDAHO FALLS, ID – June 15 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Brooks Internet Software,
Inc. (www.brooksnet.com) today announced the immediate availability of
INTELLIscribe(R) 3.2, a program designed to make document distribution and
printer management simple and inexpensive.

Photo Caption: Illustration of INTELLIscribe and the SPA printing flow to
various network and locally attached printers.
Large media companies and other organizations have realized the value of
INTELLIscribe’s document distribution features. News broadcast stations are
using INTELLIscribe to solve one of their age-old problems: quickly printing
multiple copies of newscast scripts on different colored stock. INTELLIscribe
resolves the issue with its broadcast printing feature, enabling news scripts
to be printed simultaneously on multiple, common network printers, each
loaded with different colored stock
(lpr.brooksnet.com/newsroom-script-multiple-print.html).
Before INTELLIscribe, printing multiple, colored copies of a script was
tedious and time-consuming. Now news stations can rely on INTELLIscribe to
print scripts generated from their existing newsroom systems (iNEWS(tm),

ENPS(R), and others) quickly and reliably.
“News broadcasters have found an inexpensive, easy-to-use product that meets
a basic, latent need. Any studio can install INTELLIscribe and immediately
simplify the script printing process,” commented Jared Miller, Sales and
Marketing Director at Brooks. “Printing news scripts is a pretty basic
function, but it is critical to every broadcast, everyday.”
INTELLIscribe 3.2, in line with Brooks’ mission, is a high-quality, costeffective, easy-to-use printing solution. This release includes drag-and-drop
with enhanced reprint capabilities, expanding INTELLIscribe’s core features:
broadcast and failover printing, destination balancing and round-robin
printing. The optional Shared Print Activator (SPA) module transforms
INTELLIscribe into a powerful print server, allowing other network users
access to INTELLIscribe’s key features. With INTELLIscribe in place,
newsrooms and other organizations can experience simplified document
distribution and improved printer management.
Pricing and Availability
INTELLIscribe 3.2 for Microsoft(R) Windows(R) NT, Windows 2000, Windows XP,
Windows Server(R) 2003, Windows ME, and Windows 98 is immediately available
from Brooks’ authorized resellers and online at http://lpr.brooksnet.com.
INTELLIscribe can be purchased for $69 per computer ($57 gov/edu). The SPA
module can be purchased for an additional $226. For upgrade pricing
information, contact Brooks. With the release of INTELLIscribe 3.2,
INTELLIscribe 3.1 will no longer be available for sale as of June 15, 2005.
About Brooks Internet Software, Inc.
Brooks Internet Software, Inc. develops, publishes, and supports Internetbased network printing software. Its RPM Remote Print Manager(R),
INTELLIscribe, and ExcelliPrint(tm) product lines have redefined network
printing by giving users greater control of their printing environment.
Brooks Internet Software, Inc., The Power to Print what you want, when you
want, where you want(R).
Brooks Internet Software, Inc., 1820 E 17th Street, Suite 330, Idaho Falls,
Idaho 83404. Phone (800) 523-9175 or (208) 523-6970.
More information: www.brooksnet.com
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